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1.

Name

Reference

Comment

Resolution

ABI

General
Comment

The ABI welcomes the work done to date by EIOPA on the subject of
equivalence and is grateful for the opportunity to comment on EIOPA’s
draft report. The strengthening of supervisory cooperation
internationally and the implementation of an appropriate equivalence
regime is an extremely important facet in the success of the Solvency
II programme. The ABI notes the progress made in relation to the
equivalence of the Japanese supervisory system and strongly
encourages continued cooperation between the relevant parties in
order to deal with the outstanding points outlined in the draft report.
Where such caveats exist, they should be addressed through an
assessment of the adherence to principles and outcomes, as opposed
to the application of detailed rules.
Where the equivalence assessment is caveated, or where changes are
needed for the supervisory regime to be deemed equivalent, it is not
entirely clear what the process and timeline is from here on in to
achieve equivalence (or not). Full clarity should be provided on the
processes and timeline to achieve equivalence where caveats or
prescribed changes are stated.

Noted.

Consistent with EC Call
for Advice, each of the
reports will be revisited
by EIOPA once the Level
2 criteria are agreed.

The approach of EIOPA
has been determined by
the EC CfA that also
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asked that the
assessments also identify
“which aspects of the
third country solvency
regime could be deemed
equivalent and what
additional steps would
need to be taken in order
for the remaining criteria
to be met”.
EIOPA is providing
technical advice to the
EC. The Equivalence
Decision will ultimately
be taken by the EC.
2.

GIAJ

General
Comment

1.
First of all, the General Insurance Association of Japan would
like to commend the EIOPA for its generally sufficient examination of
the Japanese regulatory and supervisory system over a short
assessment period. We welcome the results of the EIOPA’s
equivalence assessment which recognise the equivalence of Japan’s
reinsurance regulations, and we believe that both the EIOPA’s final
advice and the European Commission’s final decision will also support
this.

Noted.

2.
We believe that the recognition of Japan’s equivalence will
contribute to the development of a sound and competitive reinsurance
market for the EU insurance industry, the result of which will also
benefit customers in the EU.
3.
In addition, we expect that Japan’s equivalence under Article
227 and Article 260 will also be assessed and recognised at an
appropriate time.
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4.
The GIAJ is looking forward to cooperating in the future
equivalence assessment process as much as possible.
3.

JFSA

General
Comment

The Financial Services Agency, Japan (FSA) is pleased to have an
opportunity to make comments on the EIOPA Draft Report on
Equivalence assessment of the Japanese supervisory system in
relation to article 172 of the Solvency II Directive. Also, the FSA
appreciates the work conducted by the EIOPA so far within a very
limited time period.

Noted. More granular
comments are available
below in table.

The following comments on individual paragraphs are made from the
perspective of the accuracy of descriptions. While the Draft Report
seems to grasp regulatory requirements for the supervision of insurers
and supervisory practices in Japan reasonably, it appears that facts
are not represented accurately in several aspects. It is expected that
EIOPA’s overall advice on Japan’s equivalence as well as that on each
Principle would be reviewed in parallel with modification of texts on
which we made comments.
The FSA recognises that the final decision on the equivalence will be
made based on the overarching principle stated in the Methodology for
Equivalence Assessments by CEIOPS under Solvency II (CEIOPS DOC
94 10), i.e. „Equivalence assessments aim to determine whether the
third country supervisory system provides a similar level of
policyholder/beneficiary protection.” There could be various differences
in specific regulatory requirements among countries due to e.g. nature
of insurance businesses. When assessing equivalence of „regime”,
therefore, the third country’s supervisory regime should be reviewed
from the perspective of similarity in the level of policyholder
protection.
The FSA is more than willing to, where necessary, continue to have a
dialogue with a relevant organisation(s) to have a common
understanding on the equivalence of solvency regime both in Japan
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and EU.
4.

LIAJ

General
Comment

We, the Life Insurance Association of Japan (LIAJ), would like to
extend our gratitude to EIOPA for providing us with an opportunity to
submit our comments on the Consultation Paper No.5. The LIAJ is a
trade association comprised of all 47 life insurance companies
currently operating in Japan. Our aim is to promote the sound
development of the life insurance industry and maintain its reliability
in Japan.

In the context of
equivalence, the
expectation is use of
market consistent
valuation.

We appreciate that EIOPA has determined that, based on article 172 of
Solvency II Directive, the Japanese supervisory system is equivalent
to that of Solvency II as a whole, taking into account the direction of
mid term review of the solvency regulation in Japan which was
explained in our comment in August last year on CEIOPS CP 81.
We’d like to note, however, that some parts of this draft report seem
to indicate that the JFSA’s decision to endorse IFRS mandatorily for
listed companies in Japan in 2012 is the essential requirement for the
Japanese system to be assessed as „largely equivalent“ to that of
European Solvency II in Principle 6. In this respect, we understand
that even in Europe IFRS is applied only to consolidated financial
statements of listed companies, and the solvency assessment is not
necessarily based on direct reference to IFRS. Therefore, we believe
that the JFSA’s decision whether or not to endorse IFRS mandatorily in
the future should not have any impact on the equivalence assessment.
In addition, we’d like to note that, in our understanding, the objective
of this draft report is to assess equivalence with European Solvency II,
and it is not the aim of the report to urge Japan to change its
supervisory system.

This should not be read
as requiring an identical
valuation approach to
that set out in SII nor as
requiring implementation
of the IFRS.

The approach of EIOPA
has been determined by
the EC CfA that also
asked that the
assessments also identify
“which aspects of the
third country solvency
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regime could be deemed
equivalent and what
additional steps would
need to be taken in order
for the remaining criteria
to be met”.
5.

JFSA

33.

While 2nd sentence of this paragraph describes that „the possibility of
carrying out both insurance and incidental non insurance business in a
single company represents a potential risk for reinsurance cedants,
and constitutes a significant difference from the Solvency II regime”,
the FSA believes that the possibility is not significantly different from
the Solvency II regime.
As described in paragraphs 118 and 119, an insurer is allowed to
engage in incidental businesses to the extent that financial soundness
and appropriateness of business operation of the insurer is not harmed
by the engagement in incidental businesses, and incidental business
shall have the nature close to insurance business in terms of its
function and be homogeneous with insurance business in terms of
risks profile.
The FSA acknowledges requirements in Article 18 (1) of the
„DIRECTIVE 2009/138/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF
THE COUNCIL of 25 November 2009 on the taking up and pursuit of
the business of Insurance and Reinsurance (Solvency II)” (Solvency II
Directive), which stipulates that „The home Member State shall require
every undertaking for which authorisation is sought:
(a) in regard to insurance undertakings, to limit their objects to the
business of insurance and operations arising directly therefrom, to the
exclusion of all other commercial business;
(b) in regard to reinsurance undertakings, to limit their objects to the
business of reinsurance and related operations; that requirement may

We note that activities
described under par. 117
of the Report do not
correspond to SII
requirements for
(re)insurance
undertakings to limit
their business to
(re)insurance and related
operations. SII Recital
13 presents some of the
activities that are
considered as related
operations.

Although we take note
that JFSA prior
authorisation is required,
the principle embedded
in SII framework aims at
ensuring that
policyholder protection is
safeguarded by not
allowing an insurer to
engage in any other
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include a holding company function and activities with respect to
financial sector activities within the meaning of Article 2 (8) of
Directive 2002/87/EC.”

commercial business.

The FSA understands that being allowed an insurer to conduct
incidental business under the Insurance Business Act (IBA) is not
deviate from the requirement under Article 18 (1) and (2) of the
Solvency II Directive, in which an insurer is allowed to engage in
„operations arising directly therefrom” and „related operations.”.
Accordingly, the FSA recommend paragraph 33 to be changed as
follows so that it describes the fact in a more proper manner. As a
result of the change, the FSA believes the assessment of Principle 3
itself would be amended.
33. ..... While the possibility of carrying out both insurance and
incidental business in a single company could represents a potential
risk for reinsurance cedants, this does not constitutes a significant
difference from the Solvency II regime.
6.

JFSA

34.

With regard to the 2nd sentence of this paragraph, it is not clear what
the term „auditors” in this paragraph is referring to. If it is referring to
accounting auditors, it is necessary that the description of paragraph
155 is quoted appropriately. If it is referring to company auditors, it is
necessary that the description of paragraph 158 is quoted
appropriately.
With regard to the last sentence of this paragraph, the FSA believes
that it does not summarise EIOPA’s observation (e.g. paragraphs 159
and 160) appropriately, thus the sentence needs to be deleted. As
described in the EIOPA Draft Report, items that need to be disclosed
are stipulated by the IBA and IBA Ordinance (paragraph 159), and
additional disclosure items are provided by the industry Associations
(paragraph 160). While this observation itself seems not to be
inaccurate, it should be stressed that material disclosure items are

Noted. Please see
redraft/clarification in
par. 34.

Please also refer to par.
192 to 195 and additional
clarification in par. 164.
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stipulated by the IBA and IBA Ordinance.
34. We find the JFSA largely equivalent with regard to its governance
and public disclosure requirements. There is scope for encouraging
and facilitating further auditors’ reporting to the supervisory authority
where problems are discovered or the performance of the insurer is
deteriorating.
7.

JFSA

35.

While the 2nd sentence of this paragraph describes that „but this is
inconsistent with Solvency II approach to explicitly establish
intervention thresholds as to ownership change”, the FSA believes that
regulation of Primary shareholders is not inconsistent with Solvency II
approach in that the FSA has supervisory authority to intervene
Primary shareholders, including revocation of an authorisation granted
to a Primary shareholder (Article 271 16 of the IBA), irrespective of
the level of participation.

Please see clarifications
in par. 35.

In our understanding, there are three thresholds of participation (i.e.
20%, 30% and 50%), at each of which the suitability of a proposed
acquirer and the financial soundness of the proposed acquisition are
assessed, and a proposed acquisition is opposed only in cases where
requirements set out Article 59 of the Directive are not met or
information provided by the proposed acquirer is incomplete under the
Solvency II Directive (Article 57 and 59 of the Solvency II Directive).
In Japan, a person who intends to become a holder of more than 20%
(or 15% with significant influence) of the voting rights of an insurance
company or an insurance holding company (Primary shareholder) has
to obtain authorisation from the FSA. (Article 271 10 of the IBA).
The FSA has the authority to require a Primary shareholder approved
by the FSA to submit reports or materials (Article 271 12) and to
conduct an on site inspection against it (Article 271 13). Also, the FSA
may order a Primary shareholder (those with participation more than
50%) to improve its business operation (Article 271 15).
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Moreover, the FSA may revoke an authorisation granted to a Primary
shareholder, when a Primary shareholder has violated any laws and
regulations or has committed an act that harms the public interest
(Article 271 16).
These requirements of Articles 271 12, 271 13 and 271 16 are
applicable irrespective of the level of participation such as 20, 30 or
50%.
Accordingly, the FSA believes that our regulatory approach is not
inconsistent with that under the Solvency II. Therefore, the 2nd
sentence needs to be changed as follows. As a result of the change,
the FSA believes that the assessment of Principle 5 itself would be
amended.
35. ……The Japanese law grants powers for the JFSA to authorise
those with a qualifying holding (Primary shareholders) and to
intervene in them whenever deemed necessary.
8.

JFSA

62.

This paragraph does not represent facts accurately and thus needs to
be changed as follows.

Please see redrafting in
par. 62.

62. Shareholders that directly or indirectly hold 5% or more of the
voting rights in an insurer („large shareholders”) must notify the JFSA
of their shareholding within five business days of the acquisition. Every
further 1% change in the level of their voting rights also has to be
notified. JFSA approval is required for „primary shareholders” defined
as those which directly or indirectly, together with other persons
acting in concert, hold 20% or more of the voting rights. This also
applies to those holding 15% or more of the voting rights with
significant influence to an insurer. The JFSA may take administrative
actions, when deemed necessary, such as; requiring a Primary
shareholder to submit reports or materials concerning the status of its
business or property (Article 271412 of the IBA), conducting on4site
inspection against a Primary shareholder (Article 271413) and revoking
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an authorisation granted to a Primary shareholder (Article 271416).
These actions can be taken irrespective of the level of participation of
a Primary shareholder. In addition, Primary shareholders holding 50%
or more of the voting rights of an insurer may be subject to an
administrative order to develop and implement a remediation
programme to ensure the soundness of the insurer and to protect the
insurer’s policyholders (Article 271415).
9.

JFSA

63.

The description of the 2nd sentence of this paragraph by itself is not
inaccurate. Also, paragraph 64 by itself is not inaccurate. However,
paragraphs 62 to 64 as a whole are misleading and, therefore,
paragraph 63 needs to be changed as follows and paragraph 64, the
content of which is already covered by revised paragraph 62 above,
needs to be deleted.

Points covered by
redrafting of par. 62.

63. With respect to a Large shareholder, it shall notify the JFSA
whenever it increases and decreases its holding of voting rights by 1%
(„Change report” to be filed in accordance with Article 27144 of the
IBA) once it submitted a report to the JFSA when its holding reaches
5% of voting rights threshold. This reporting enables the JFSA to
check changes in participation. In addition, insurers are required to
submit information on their top 10 shareholders semi4annually as one
of the information contained in supervisory reporting (Article 59 (2) of
the IBA Ordinance).

10.

JFSA

120.

As described in paragraphs 118 and 119, an insurer is allowed to
engage in incidental businesses to the extent that financial soundness
and appropriateness of business operation of the insurer is not harmed
by the engagement in incidental businesses, and incidental businesses
shall have the nature close to insurance in terms of function of
business and be homogeneous with insurance business in terms of
risks.

Please see comment
above.
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The FSA acknowledges requirements in Article 18 (1) of the
„DIRECTIVE 2009/138/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF
THE COUNCIL of 25 November 2009 on the taking up and pursuit of
the business of Insurance and Reinsurance (Solvency II)” (Solvency II
Directive), which stipulates that „The home Member State shall require
every undertaking for which authorisation is sought:
(a) in regard to insurance undertakings, to limit their objects to the
business of insurance and operations arising directly therefrom, to the
exclusion of all other commercial business;
(b) in regard to reinsurance undertakings, to limit their objects to the
business of reinsurance and related operations; that requirement may
include a holding company function and activities with respect to
financial sector activities within the meaning of Article 2 (8) of
Directive 2002/87/EC.”
The FSA understands that allowing an insurer to conduct incidental
business under the Insurance Business Act (IBA) is neither different
from „the exclusion of all other commercial business” nor go beyond
inclusion of „a holding company function and activities” under Article
18 (1) of the Solvency II.
Therefore, this paragraph needs to be deleted.
11.

GIAJ

129.

Japanese insurers are allowed to undertake non insurance businesses
only when the business in question is deemed to be similar in function
and risk profile to the insurance business and the scale of the business
in question is not excessive relative to the scale of the insurance
company’s primary business to which the said business is incidental.
Therefore, „to undertake significant types and amounts of incidental
unrelated business“ is not the case. As part of insurers’ risk
management, non insurance businesses are adequately managed to

Please see reply on
comment above.
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prevent any significant effects.
12.

JFSA

129.

As EIOPA is aware in paragraphs 118 and 119, an insurer is allowed to
engage in incidental businesses to the extent that financial soundness
and appropriateness of business operation of the insurer is not harmed
by the engagement in incidental businesses, and incidental businesses
shall have the nature close to insurance in terms of function of
business and be homogeneous with insurance business in terms of
risks.

Please see reply on
comment above.

However, the description in paragraph 129 is inconsistent with the
proper recognition in paragraphs 118 and 119.
Therefore, this paragraph should be changed as follows. (Text is taken
from paragraph 33, reflecting our comment on it.)
129. Nevertheless, we note the possibility of Japanese insurers to
undertake certain types and amounts of incidental business which
could have the potential to increase, but not substantially due to the
limitation mentioned in paragraphs 118 and 119, the risk profile of a
reinsurer.
13.

GIAJ

161.

We believe this paragraph offers a reasonable piece of advice based
on appropriate understanding of Japan’s insurance sector. While the
draft report says „the Supervisory Guidelines are not enshrined in
law“, the insurance industry values and deals with the guidelines
practically treating them as though they were laws. The Supervisory
Guidelines complement laws and contribute to the flexible supervision.
The allocation of the contents between laws and supervisory guidelines
should be determined based on each jurisdiction’s legal structure and
should be given respect.

Noted.

14.

JFSA

162.

It is not clear what the term „auditors” in this paragraph is referring
to. If it is referring to accounting auditors, it is necessary that the
description of paragraph 155 is quoted appropriately. If it is referring
to company auditors, it is necessary that the description of paragraph

Please see redraft on par.
163.
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158 is quoted appropriately.
15.

JFSA

167.

The following facts should be described in this paragraph appropriately
and needs to be changed as follows; otherwise this paragraph is
misleading.

Please see redrafting in
par. 168 and 169.

The FSA has the authority to require a Primary shareholder approved
by the FSA to submit reports or materials (Article 271 12) and to
conduct an on site inspection against it (Article 271 13). Also, the FSA
may order a Primary shareholder (those with participation more than
50%) to improve its business operation (Article 271 15).
Moreover, the FSA may revoke an authorisation granted to a Primary
shareholder, when a Primary shareholder has violated any laws and
regulations or has committed an act that harms the public interest
(Article 271 16).
These requirements of Articles 271 12, 271 13 and 271 16 are
applicable irrespective of the level of participation such as 20, 30 or
50%.
167. A natural or legal person intending to become a primary
shareholder must be subject to authorisation by the JFSA and meet
the following regulatory requirements (Article 271411 of the IBA):
healthy financial condition, sufficient to enable it to support the insurer
if needed; god reputation and an understanding of the public nature of
the insurance business; and sufficient proof that the applicant will not
impair the sound management and proper business of the insurer it
intends to acquire. Further to this, the IBA provides JFSA with the
following specific powers of intervention as to primary shareholders of
the undertaking:
4 The FSA has the authority to require a Primary shareholder approved
by the FSA to submit reports or materials (Article 271412) and to
conduct an on4site inspection against it (Article 271413). Also, the FSA
may order a Primary shareholder (those with participation more than
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50%) to improve its business operation (Article 271415).
4 Moreover, the FSA may revoke an authorisation granted to a Primary
shareholder, when a Primary shareholder has violated any laws and
regulations or has committed an act that harms the public interest
(Article 271416).
4 These requirements of Articles 271412, 271413 and 271416 are
applicable irrespective of the level of participation such as 20, 30 or
50%.
16.

JFSA

168.

As mentioned in our comment on paragraph 167, the requirements of
Articles 271 12, 271 13 and 271 16 are applicable irrespective of the
level of participation such as 20, 30 or 50%. In this context, this
paragraph is not accurate and thus needs to be deleted.

Please see comment
above.

17.

JFSA

187.

As mentioned in our comment on paragraph 167, the requirements of
Articles 271 12, 271 13 and 271 16 are applicable irrespective of the
level of participation such as 20, 30 or 50%. So, the following
description would represent the facts in a much more accurate
manner.

Please see comment
above.

187. We note that the Japanese law establishes licensing powers for
the JFSA in relation to shareholder structure which allow it to control
the fitness and property of shareholders with a qualifying holding while
this is not the same as Solvency II approach to establish explicit
intervention thresholds as to ownership changes.
18.

JFSA

190.

EIOPA’s view on the first bullet point „communication of concerns
relating to the insurer’s financial position” contradicts paragraph 155
and needs to be deleted.

Please see redrafting in
par. 191.

190. There are currently provisions in place that allow the JFSA to fully
exercise supervision in normal circumstances, including:
•communication of concerns relating to the insurer’s financial position;
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•obligation on the insurer to respond to concerns raised; and
•obligation to submit financial reporting to the supervisor.
However, on the third of the above mentioned point, the following
weakness was noted:
A) Financial reporting to the JFSA does not include loss triangles
completely consistent with that required under Solvency II, beyond
those provided by provisions relating to public disclosure. These are
discussed hereunder.
19.

JFSA

197.

Technical provisions are calculated conservatively under our solvency
regime for the proper protection of policyholders. Based on the
philosophy, the methodology for determining a discount rate is
provided by the Insurance Business Act, by which it is intended to
avoid unduly fluctuation of a rate applied every year with striking a
right balance with economic valuation.
Even under the scheme, it should be noted that a discount rate is
determined with reference to market. More specifically, discount rates
are determined by comparing the Base Rates multiplied by the
following factors with assumed interest rates. Base Rate is the lower
rate subscribers’ yield of either the 3 year moving average of 10 year
government bonds or the 10 year moving average of 10 year
government bonds. When there is a 50 bps or more deviation between
the Base Rate and the Assumed Interest Rate, the Assumed Interest
Rate is adjusted by integral multiple of 25 bps. Discount rate is
reviewed annually.
Base Rate (b)
Coefficients applied
0％< b <= 1.0％
0.9
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1.0％< b <= 2.0％
0.75
2.0％< b <= 6.0％
0.5
6.0％ < b
0.25
In addition, this requirement was introduced in 1996 for life insurance
and in 2001 for non life insurance contracts. The actual discount rates
applied are 2.75% from 1996 to 1998, 2.0% from 1999 to 2000, and
1.5% 2001 and thereafter. This appropriately reflects changes in JGB
yields in the past.
Moreover, it should be aware that an insurer is required to carry out
future cash flow analysis at every fiscal year end and to accumulate
additional reserves.
Therefore, this paragraph should be revised as follows.
197. For life and long4term non4life business, TP are currently
discounted at 1.5% (from 2001 on). The fact that they are valued at a
conservatively adjusted rate, rather than a rate observed at the
market, could raise questions as regards their resilience, insofar as the
regulatory discount rate for liabilities is 1.5%, while the returns on
bonds seem to be around 1.2%. However, it should be acknowledged
that there is a system in place in which an insurer is required to carry
out future cash flow analysis at every fiscal year from the perspective
of the appropriateness of technical provisions and, where deemed
necessary, to accumulate additional reserves.
20.

JFSA

201.

The FSA is not sure how ¥2,197 trillion was calculated: Clarification is
appreciated. Also, this paragraph needs to be changed as follows.

Please see redrafting in
par. 198.

Please see redraft.
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202. Non4life TP are not discounted, except for long term business
(see above). Non4life long4term TP, in particular, include the refund
reserve (¥787 trillion, or 36% of total non life TP, which amount to
¥2,197 trillion). It follows that, strictly speaking, non4life long4term TP
are not market consistently valued. The JFSA has stated that (apart
from the refund reserve) they have little in the way of long tail TP,
however, which qualifies this statement.
21.

JFSA

211.

The FSA believes that this, i.e. defining the SMR as twice the own
funds over the ‘total risk’, does not give rise to any gap in the level of
policyholder protection.

Noted.

22.

JFSA

212.

For the further clarification purpose, this paragraph should be revised
as follows. Paragraph 212 with the changes describes the fact in a
more accurate manner.

Please see redrafted text.

212. From the above description, it follows that in terms of
supervisory action the JFSA system has at least one supplementary
level of intervention, compared to the Solvency II system. It also
follows that supervisory actions taken at 200% of the SMR would,
broadly speaking, correspond to those taken at the Solvency II SCR
level of intervention —even though JFSA may intervene in a legally
binding manner even if the SMR is more than 200%—, while
supervisory actions taken at 0% of the SMR along with actions taken
at the level of 100% of the SMR would, broadly speaking, correspond
to possible actions under the Solvency II MCR16.
23.

JFSA

231.

The latter half of this paragraph contradicts paragraph 155 and needs
to be deleted. See our comment on paragraph 190 as well.

Please see redrafting in
par. 232

231. The JFSA’s provisions relating to financial supervision do not raise
substantive issues.
24.

JFSA

235.

To ensure the consistency with paragraph 215, the following 3rd
sentence needs to be added.

EIOPA maintains its
current findings.
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235. The JFSA’s lower capital requirement is highly dependent on the
level of prudence embedded in TP. We cannot positively conclude on
the equivalence of this aspect, although the difference between
Japanese and EU would not necessarily mean that the level of
policyholder protection under the Japanese regime is lower than that
established under Solvency II.
25.

26.

JFSA

237.

As mentioned our comment on paragraph 33, the FSA is not convinced
that Japanese regulation provides insurers with „much wider discretion
to invest in derivatives and other products than under Solvency II.”
Therefore, this paragraph needs to be deleted.

Disagree. Please see
remarks under comments
re par. 117.

LIAJ

239.

Even in Europe, IFRS is applied only to consolidated financial
statements of listed companies, and the solvency assessment is not
based on direct reference to IFRS. Therefore, we believe that the
JFSA’s decision whether or not to endorse IFRS mandatorily in the
future should not have any impact on the equivalence assessment.

Noted, please see related
comment above.
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